The JOE informational service is currently asymmetrical in the sense that demanders list job openings, but there is no comprehensive listing of job searchers. 4 Many schools do, however, send out lists and maintain websites of their job market candidates, but because these lists and websites are not centrally located, and searchable, they are far less useful than they otherwise would be. 5 Instead, most often, individuals send applications directly to potential employers who have listed openings in JOE. Let us now consider the individual suppliers and demanders.
The suppliers
Each year about 900 new PhDs are produced by approximately 100 schools in the U.S. (Siegfried and Stock, 2004; Cawley, 2004) . In addition, a small number of foreign PhDs also enter the US market. Suppliers are often defined by characteristics such as the graduate school they attended, their dissertation advisor(s), fields of specialization, nationality, gender, etc. The majority of sellers in this market are newly minted Ph.D.'s or graduate students in the final throes of their dissertation.
The demanders
There are three primary groups that hire economists-academic institutions, nonprofit enterprises, and for-profit firms. Each of these is further segmented into various groupings-in academia, there are top ranked PhD programs, mid level PhD programs, research liberal arts schools, teaching liberal arts colleges, etc. There are also business schools, medical schools, law schools and public policy schools that hire economists. Non-profit buyers include think tanks, government agencies and non-governmental organizations while for-profit buyers include financial institutions, as well as management, economic and marketing consulting firms. 6 Jobs come on the market because of deaths, retirements, and expansions of departments and programs.
The creation of positions has its own institutional elements, and in academia, is usually dependent on how many "lines" a department has. The number of lines is loosely related to the demand for the courses taught, but it also depends enormously on institutional politics. Additional lines generally require administrative approval and are rarely, if ever, decided by departments alone. Lines can be either tenure track or nontenure track.
Middlebury's Demand
Middlebury College is a highly selective private liberal arts college founded in 1800 and located in Middlebury, Vermont. It is regularly listed among the top liberal arts colleges in the nation in the US News and World Report annual survey. The College has an enrollment of approximately 2350 undergraduate students from all U.S. states and territories and 68 foreign countries (international students comprise 8.1% of the student body) and has been coeducational for well over a century. Economics is the largest major at Middlebury and the department has about sixteen full and part-time faculty members.
Middlebury entered the market because of enrollment pressures; it received an additional line because it had the highest student-faculty ratio on campus. The department has a strong tradition of both excellent teaching and strong research, and is generally classified as a research liberal arts school-competing with the other top tier liberal arts schools. Since our primary motivation for hiring was to reduce enrollment pressures, we chose to advertise an "any field" position. 7 There was little to no disagreement on this choice; ours was a true "any fields" listing because we did not have specific needs-we could easily fit in any person we hired. 8 We felt that casting a wide net would significantly increase our odds of matching with our ideal candidate: someone with excellent teaching ability, an active and exciting research agenda, and a willingness to settle in rural Vermont.
The position was requested a year ahead, when the department did a study showing its need. The administrative approval came late however, so we did not post a job opening until November. Below you will find our job posting which appeared in the November and December issues of JOE: This job ad was fairly boilerplate, with perhaps one exception: the essay directed to senior majors that describes the candidate's teaching philosophy. We included this to help screen out economists who do not rank teaching highly; it both provides information about the candidate's teaching style, classroom strategies and course goals that may not be obvious from teaching evaluations, and increases the marginal (time) cost of sending an application to Middlebury, and thereby screens out candidates who are blanketing schools.
The last statement in the job ad was included to attract minority applicants. Both the College and the department were especially interested in improving the diversity of the faculty (e.g. there are currently no African-American or Hispanic department members). Despite our signal in the job ad, few (if any) candidates signaled their minority status in their applications.
We also required that all candidates send in paper applications, and we refused to consider applications sent to us via email. This was simply done as a screening device to reduce the number of applicants by increasing the cost to them.
In addition to relying on the job ad, we also went through the lists sent to us by graduate schools and invited fifteen especially promising candidates to apply. Invited candidates typically came from highly respected graduate programs, had interesting dissertation topics, and /or attended a liberal arts college as an undergraduate.
9 Twelve of the fifteen submitted an application (and eight eventually made it to the interview stage). We believe some of these candidates may not have applied without our invitation since liberal arts teaching tends not be emphasized as a job choice at top graduate schools (Colander, 2005) 
Narrowing the Field: Reviewing Applications
Between November 1 and December 23, 2004, Middlebury College received 375 applications for the tenure-track, "any field" position. As noted above, applicants were asked to provide a curriculum vita, graduate transcript, three letters of recommendation, a short essay on teaching, a copy of at least one piece of scholarly writing and, if available, teaching evaluations. About 32% of the applicants came from graduate programs ranked in the top twenty-five by US News and World Report. More than one-half of the applicants were male (56%), about one-third (34%) were female, and 10% were of unknown gender.
10 Most fields were well represented, although the pool of applied microeconomists was perhaps the deepest.
Our goal was to interview about thirty applicants at the AEA meetings in January, so we needed to eliminate more than 90% of the 375 applicants. We reduced the candidate pool in a series of rounds. In round one, the chair read through the applications and sorted them into "possibles" and "rejections without deeper consideration".
11
Approximately one-third of the applicants were rejected at this stage. Those initially rejected were candidates without strong teaching credentials or those whose research was considered pedestrian or not highly interesting. Letters of recommendation were also important at this stage; applicants whose letters contained the following (or similar) comments were easily eliminated during round one: In general, most letters of reference were overwhelmingly positive-perhaps too positive. Negative comments were few and far between. Thus, even mild criticism can practically eliminate a candidate's chance of being interviewed at top schools. 
One question that many people ask concerns how much graduate school pedigree influences the selection process. In this first stage it mattered a lot. As Table 1 indicates, only 8% of applicants from top ten schools were rejected in round one compared to 43% of those from programs outside the top fifty. Clearly, someone coming from a non toptier school has a much harder time making it into the final group than those at a top ten school. We suspect that this tendency to focus on top ten schools is even stronger at other similarly-ranked liberal arts schools (List, 2000; . While candidates from top-ranked programs are often the more highly attractive prospects, Middlebury also consciously searches for stand-outs from the middle tiers. We specifically look for bright, well-trained candidates who may have attended a lower ranked school for reasons that are irrelevant to us because such niche candidates are likely to be undervalued by the market.
This information about demander's selection process leads to our first piece of advice to suppliers: Apply to jobs for which you have a reasonable chance of getting.
In our view, at least one half of the candidates should not have applied since their chance of being hired was essentially zero.
12 Candidates should use the placements of recent alumni as a guide. Alternatively, candidates should look at the graduate schools attended by faculty at the institutions to which they are considering an application. Since the application process is costly for applicants, candidates should spend more time tailoring their applications to the institutions where they have the greatest chance of being hired (e.g. contacting potential collaborators at those departments, identifying courses that would complement the department's current offerings, etc.).
The next step in the process was to narrow the group down again ("round two"). This was done by members of the department interested in reviewing the remaining 256 files.
13 Each individual was free to choose candidates on whatever criteria they wanted, and they were asked to come to a meeting with a list of favored candidates. At the end of round two, the department identified 69 viable candidates (less than 20% of the full pool). Surprisingly, there was very little dispute at this stage. The 187 candidates eliminated during round two tended to have less than superb teaching records, weaker letters of recommendation, poorly written job market papers, little chance of completing their dissertation by start of the next academic year, or a combination of the above. We also eliminated marginal candidates whose files were incomplete (particularly those without the requested essay on teaching or whose teaching essay did not demonstrate a concern for teaching and students).
14 Again, as Table 1 indicates, candidates rejected in both rounds one and two disproportionately graduated from lower ranked programs; by the end of round two, 47% of top 10 graduates were eliminated compared to 92% of applicants from programs outside the top 50.
This leads to further advice regarding the application process:
If you have below-average teaching evaluations, think twice before sending applications to institutions that emphasize teaching as well as research (i.e. those with teaching loads of 2-2 or more).
12 found that 78% of departments reported receiving a high percentage of applications from unqualified applicants; more specifically, those departments estimated that an average of 52% of their applicants could be rejected after a cursory examination. 13 More than two-thirds of the department participated in this round. 14 found that 13% of departments eliminated candidates with incomplete files. In "round three", we divided the remaining applicants into three groups: candidates that all agreed were strong and should be interviewed; candidates that two or more members felt should be interviewed, and candidates that one member of the department felt should be interviewed. Despite the lack of any stated criteria, almost all members of the department agreed on about 15 top candidates. There were another 30 candidates with two or more votes, and another 25 with one department member's recommendation. Nearly all of these candidates had strong teaching evaluations, impressive letters of recommendation, clever and well-written job market papers and complete files.
Numerous criteria aided in the selection of thirty candidates to interview. For example, did the applicant attend or express interest in a liberal arts college; or, did the advisors suggest that this applicant was an ideal match for a top liberal arts college? (If not, the candidate most likely prefers a research institution with lighter teaching loads and readily available graduate assistants.) Can the candidate teach a course not already offered by existing faculty? (While this was an "any field" search, a slight advantage was given to candidates who would diversify our course offerings.) Did the candidate express a geographic preference for rural Vermont? (Middlebury College is located in a town with a population of 8000 and limited opportunities for spousal employment; we gave candidates with stated preferences for Middlebury, Vermont careful consideration.) While we carefully considered each candidate, department members were especially interested in female candidates because of the shortage of women in the department and the desire to increase the number of female faculty mentors. Thus, while we would always choose the strongest candidate, if we found two candidates equal, we would choose the woman candidate. Additionally, we had a strong preference for increasing the ethnic and racial diversity of the department, so minority candidates (when identified), were given careful consideration.
After evaluation of teaching potential, research ability, and overall fit with Middlebury, the department voted to interview 29 candidates at the AEA meetings. 48% were from top 10 graduate programs and 83% were women. Nearly all fields were represented. Among the 29 candidates invited for an interview, four declined, citing a full interview schedule, strong geographical preferences and/or spousal employment concerns.
The Interview
We scheduled twenty-five interviews over two days. Eight department members participated in the process, with one member in attendance for all twenty-five interviews. We reserved a large suite both to avoid the awkwardness of interviewing in a bedroom and to easily accommodate three to four interviewers and a job candidate. Booking the more expensive suite had a seemingly high return; several female candidates expressed relief upon entering our suite and described the discomfort of sitting on a bed facing three or four (often male) interviewers. For similar reasons, we also ensured that a female faculty member was present in all interviews of female candidates.
Our goal in the interview process was to narrow the field down to two or three candidates with active, interesting and long-term research agendas, charismatic personalities, clear presentation skills and a preference for liberal arts colleges in rural areas ("round four"). At this point, the signaling game, inherent in all markets with imperfect information, intensified. We started every interview with questions about the candidate's research. This not only signaled that Middlebury was a research-focused liberal arts college; it also allowed us to assess the candidate's ability to convey technical information clearly and concisely. Typically, we complimented the candidate on their job market topic and then asked the following questions:
Where do you plan to submit your job market paper?
We relied on this question to learn about the candidates' expectations for publication and whether the job market paper was ready for submission. Somewhat surprisingly, nearly all candidates planned to send their paper to the American Economic Review. In a few select cases, this was a realistic destination, but for the large majority of candidates, a top field journal would have been the more appropriate answer. Candidates who answered "I haven't thought about it" or "I don't know" signaled that either their papers were not ready for submission or they had not given consideration to appropriate outlets for their research. Those who replied "My advisor hasn't told me yet" revealed a heavy dependence on their advisor for direction.
What do you expect the referees at journal X will say?
This seemingly straightforward follow-up question surprised many candidates. One candidate's response was, "Wow, do you really expect me to tell you everything that is wrong with my job market paper?" No, we wanted candidates to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of their paper without relying on the scripted job market speech. The most successful candidates used this question to clearly articulate their paper's contribution to the literature, identify potential limitations of their work, and suggest extensions for future work.
What will your research agenda look like in 5 years?
Candidates who successfully answered this question signaled a clear direction for their research and an active agenda beyond the publication of their dissertation. This question separated the graduate students from the soon-to-be assistant professors.
Turning now to teaching, what courses would you like to teach?
In answering this question, candidates typically listed three or four standard courses. When pressed to discuss their "dream course", the most successful candidates enthusiastically described courses not currently offered by our department (e.g. program evaluation; economics of ge nder, race, and class; economics of the law; economics of poverty; public choice). It was clear that they had researched our current offerings and used this question to signal strong teaching complementarities. The candidate who described the graduate seminars she wanted to teach demonstrated a blatant lack of research of our institution (Middlebury College has no graduate program in economics).
What, in particular, attracted you to Middlebury College?
Answers to this question revealed a candidate's level of interest in Middlebury College. Candidates who struggled with this question signaled little interest in the job. Those who successfully answered this question identified particular department members with whom to collaborate, specific interdisciplinary programs with which to affiliate, a strong preference for a research-focused liberal arts college like Middlebury, etc.
Do you have any questions for us about Middlebury?
This standard question allowed the candidate to ask specific questions about the position. It also revealed whether the candidate had researched the institution prior to the interview. We were most impressed by candidates who asked specific questions about Middlebury (e.g. "I understand you have a January term, can you tell me about the types of courses that are best taught in four weeks?"); or by candidates that relied on this question to reinforce their strengths (e.g. "I recently coauthored a paper with one of my undergraduate students and was happy to see that several of your working papers are faculty-student collaborations. How often do these opportunities arise and does the college value papers co-authored with students?"). Needless to say, we were least impressed by candidates who asked generic questions applicable to any institution or that could be answered by a quick visit to the department or college website (e.g. "how large is the department?", "is there a graduate program?", etc.).
Is there anything you would like us to know that is not on your CV or in your application?
This exit question gave candidates one final opportunity to signal the strength of their match with Middlebury. While many candidates answered "no" to this question, the candidates with the greatest interest in Middlebury College responded with comments such as "I am most interested in research-focused liberal arts colleges and Middlebury College is my top choice", "Middlebury is ideal for me as I have family in the area", "I am an avid skier and snow country appeals to me", "My spouse is self-employed so we have the luxury of not worrying about joint job searches and we love rural areas".
Body language and engagement with the interviewers also served as important signals. The candidate who continuously looked at his watch was not highly regarded, 16 nor was the candidate who flirtatiously directed all her answers to the two male interviewers, completely ignoring the women in the room. In the latter case, not only was the candidate's behavior offensive, it raised concerns about differential treatment of male and female students in her classes.
Narrowing the field again: Selecting candidates for a campus visit
Surprisingly, it was fairly easy to select candidates for a campus visit. A handful of candidates demonstrated interesting and long-term research agendas, charismatic personalities (i.e. outgoing, articulate, with a good sense of humor), strong teaching records and a preference for liberal arts colleges in rural areas. These candidates also behaved more like assistant professors than graduate students; they were obviously prepared to conduct independent scholarly research and command a classroom on their own.
Given the speed with which the market clears, we scheduled our top three candidates for campus visits within the month (no candidates decline our invitation fo r campus visit). We also informed about five other short-listed candidates of our continued interest and requested that they inform us if faced with a comparable job offer.
The Campus Visit
Most campus visits are scheduled between January and March. They allow other colleagues and administrators to get to know the candidate and also provide an opportunity for department members to sell the institution to top applicants. While candidates are learning about salary, benefits, promotions, research resources, teaching loads, etc., interviewers are assessing the candidate's fit with the institution (e.g.. will this candidate be an enjoyable colleague? how will (s)he contribute to department activities? how interested is the candidate in this job?) A two-day campus visit to Middlebury typically involves individual (thirty minute) interviews with department members and administrators, lunch with students, dinner with department members and an academic job talk open to the college community.
The most important aspect of the campus visit is the job talk. The candidate to whom we extended our offer stood out among her competitors. She charismatically engaged the audience, convinced us of the importance of her research, demonstrated a strong command of the relevant literature and clearly presented key concepts and empirical results; her slides were clear and concise; her performance was polished and she included sufficient time for questions (which she answered easily and successfully). Aware that both students and administrators would be attending her seminar, she used the opportunity to demonstrate her strong ability to explain technical concepts to noneconomists. 
The Offer
After completion of the three campus visits, the department met to decide to whom we would like to extend an offer. Actually, technically, we were simply recommending to the administration to whom we would like to extend an offer, as the administration had the final say on hiring. At Middlebury, all the negotiations about the offer, including pay, start up funds, moving allowances, and the like, are also handled by the administration.
In making an offer we had to decide how long to give the candidate to decide. That decision is discussed in the department but is actually made by the administration. In this case, we recommended a short time period-one week-since we felt that we had more than one excellent candidate, and did not want to lose another candidate as we were waiting for the candidate to decide. Given this situation we gave her one week to accept the offer and she did, with a slight extension given by the administration to allow some additional negotiations.
The structure of offers presents problems for candidates. While candidates would prefer to receive all job offers simultaneously, the PhD market rarely affords sellers that luxury. Campus visits are scheduled over a six to eight week period, and offers are typically extended within days of a fly-out. Since most offers are only binding for a week or two, candidates often have to respond before all job options are known. Not surprisingly, this leads candidates to strategically schedule their most preferred campus visits first.
17 Buyers, aware of the sequential nature of offers and the speed with which the market clears, also tend to schedule their top candidates first, although scheduling difficulties frequently arise. However, like Middlebury, schools generally inform candidates close to the top of their rankings that they are highly ranked and ask that they inform them of any offers, or any invitations to a nearby school, upon which a visit might be piggy-backed. 
An Assessment of the Efficiency of the Market and a Proposal for Change
The costs of hiring are considerable. An estimate of Middlebury's total cost of participating in the 2004 market is $27,310. Column (2) in Table 2 contains a breakdown of these costs. This estimate of costs is, of course, only the demander's side of the market. Suppliers incur an additional $1000 or so in application and travel costs .
We believe market efficiency could be improved substantially if the job listings were made symmetrical rather than asymmetrical, and if market were automated to perform preliminary searches. 19 In our proposed symmetrical market demanders would continue to post information about job position, desired field, type of institution, geographic location, field specialization, desired teaching experience, etc. In addition, they would also fill out a questionnaire that would provide metadata for a matching program. This questionnaire would collect much of the information currently found in the advertisement, but could also solicit more detailed information about preferences for teaching vs. research, and desired pedigree.
But in addition to this listing, there would be an alternative listing service for suppliers. They could also place ads about desired jobs, which could be open ads (ads appearing in the on-line or print version of JOE), or blind ads (not appearing in print or on-line, but being considered for the match). We would expect that for the majority of job applicants-those gradua ting from PhD programs-that these ads would be open ads submitted by the candidate's university placement office. These postings would advertise information such as field specialization, graduate school, dissertation topic, teaching preferences, etc. (With the AEA supplier postings, the lists currently sent out by universities could be eliminated, since the on-line service would provide much more efficient searching and transmission of information.).
In addition, individuals not associated with graduate schools (such as older professors who might like to move from a university to a liberal arts college, or someone who would like a different geographic location) could also place either blind or open ads specifying their desires. As with the demanders, the ads would be accompanied by a filled out questionnaire (in the case of blind ads, only the questionnaire would be completed) that would provide the metadata for the computer match programs. This questionnaire would have the information provided in the supplier ad, but would also have more specific data about the person's preferences-teaching experience, geographic and institutional preferences (e.g. research or liberal arts), teaching vs. research desires, etc. 20 We would expect that these ads would be somewhat less expensive than demander ads, with universities paying for their graduates' ads, and individuals paying for their own ads, perhaps at an initial $50 listing fee, and a $20 or $30 per month continual fee for an open ad (published in JOE) and $10 per month continual fee for a blind ad in which only the questionnaire is filled out.
The advantage of the symmetrical job listing system that we describe is that it allows for the development of a "Job eHarmony" or "Jobmatch.com" for economists. Specifically, computer matching programs could generate tailored lists for both demanders and job candidates at little additional cost, and participants on both sides could purchase such a list. 21 Once suppliers and demanders are provided with these lists the market could revert to the traditional method, or could be further computerized, with a supplemental links program, with each supplier ad linked to supporting material, such as papers by the candidates, a 20 minute video clip of their teaching, or a 10 minute think (or know) about this service. Our proposed market would be different; by developing the supplier postings parallel to JOE, and integrating the listings of top tier candidates, it would likely become the primary screening engine and central clearinghouse for all levels of schools and candidates . 20 This information is not currently directly supplied in applications, and much of it has to be gleaned from between the lines of applications. 21 One free list per month could come with the job listing, with additional lists costing a small amount. summary of their job talk. With such a further computerization, much of the current system could be eliminated, and in-person interviews would be with far better matched candidates, and much more information than currently exists.
This symmetrical computer matching model that we propose has several advantages. First, departments could download candidate information directly from the AEA databank. This would reduce the cost of paper submissions, and save hundreds of hours of data entry and filing. Second, it would improve the matching process and substantially reduce the faculty hours spent reviewing applications (especially given that at least one half of Middlebury's applicants should not have applied). Table 2 suggests that the reduction in time spent reviewing applications, filing and data entry would lower the cost of hiring a faculty member for a demander by almost a third (from $28,410 to $19,660) . If the supplemental links program is developed, the costs would go down further since far fewer interviews would be necessary.
Third, the market could clear more easily throughout the year (e.g. the JOE is only published 10 times a year); buyers and sellers could submit listings at anytime and could be continuously (and automatically) notified of potential matches. Lastly, it would provide a better mechanism for existing PhDs to reenter a market that has been traditionally dominated by new entrants, since it would allow better search capabilities, and better information about who is looking for a job.
Conclusion
The textbook often presents markets as operating costlessly. Supply meets demand and equilibrium results. This case study suggests that actual markets are much different than that, and can be extremely costly. Some of the costs are unavoidable, since demands and supply reflect idiosyncratic elements, which suppliers and demanders would not want to give up. But other elements are avoidable, and efficiency in the market has less to do with supply meeting demand in the textbook fashion, than structuring actual markets to efficiently use technology. Surprisingly, the job market for economists has not done that, and we believe that it is time that it does.
